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ecVision

Poland

ICT

We offer the only face recognition that is able to recognise people in dark
sunglasses or partially covered face, license plate recognition, intrusion
trace, counting, image classification and much more. www.ecvision.pl

Warsaw Full Pitch

Estimote,
Inc.

Poland

ICT

At Estimote, we provide complete Software Development Kits (SDKs) to get
you quickly started building context-aware apps. We also equip you with
software tools and APIs allowing you to distribute your real-world apps
securely and at scale. www.estimote.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

Gemini CAD
Systems

Romania

ICT

Gemini CAD Systems activity includes research, development and
implementation of software, hardware and workflow solutions for apparel,
furniture and the automotive industry, with a focus on computer aided
design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) applied in the
cutting room. www.geminicad.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

Invoice
Exchange

Slovenia

ICT

The Invoice Exchange is an online, peer-to-peer finance platform for SMEs.
Launched in November 2015 as an e-factoring service, the Invoice
Exchange has since evolved into a peer-to-peer banking platform for SMEs
and businesses. www.conda.eu

Warsaw Full Pitch

JIVR

United
Kingdom

Clean
Tech

JIVR is an innovative British technology company designing and offering
everyday use appliances simplifying life in large megalopolis. Currently,
JIVR | Bike, an electric, folding, chainless bike is our first step in
implementing that vision by addressing short and mixed-distance
commuting challenges in large urban areas. www.jivr.co

Warsaw Full Pitch

Lalafo

Ukraine

ICT

Lalafo is an artificial intelligence powered C2C marketplace. Lalafo uses
computer vision and natural language processing to create a frictionless
selling experience. Features extracted from images can be used to suggest
price and match items to buyers with incredible accuracy. www.lalafo.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

LiveCall

Poland

ICT

LiveCall is a Free Lead Generation & Callback Software. It enables you to
boost the number of inbound sales calls and with people who are currently
visiting your website. Our intelligent algorithms pre-qualify the most
prospective visitors and engage them to request a call-back.
www.livecall.io

Warsaw Full Pitch

Nethone

Poland

ICT

The global leader in AI-powered KYU (Know Your User) - helping
enterprises turn threats into well-informed, profitable decisions.
www.nethone.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

One2tribe

Poland

ICT

If we could only better manage our motivation, the world would be better.
We are experts in the field of motivation and modifying behaviour.
www.one2tribe.pl

Warsaw Full Pitch

Petcube

United
States

ICT

Petcube is reimagining pet care, and makes the best-selling pet cameras
and software, connecting people to their pets. Our products enable people
to see, talk, play, and treat pets remotely while keeping them safe and
healthy. www.petcube.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

PIQ

Switzerland

ICT

PIQ Sport Intelligence is the leading European start-up in sports robotic
changing, from today on, the definition of connected sports. PIQ
thoroughly analyzes sports players’ games and provides them with their
“winning factor®”, i.e. the key strengths of their games they can rely on to
win. www.piq.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

Reliability
Solutions

Poland

ICT

We solve a problem of substantial cost and safety hazards caused by
machinery failure, i.e. inefficient operations: unexpected downtimes,
repairs, lower productivity and safety; delayed timeline: costly delays,
missing critical deadlines, and damaged customer relationships.
www.relia-sol.pl

Warsaw Full Pitch

ROI Hunter

Czech
Republic

ICT

ROI Hunter addresses an underserved gap in the market helping a growing
number of e-com businesses promote and sell products on Facebook and
Google more efficiently by harnessing data that is not captured directly by
existing marketing platforms. www.roihunter.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

Sotrender

Poland

ICT

Sotrender helps brands and agencies to measure, report and optimise
their communication on major social media platforms: Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter and Instagram. Our SaaS tool provides metrics, reports and
automated interpretation of data. www.sotrender.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

Spinbackup

United
States

ICT

Spinbackup is a cloud cybersecurity and cloud-to-cloud backup solutions
provider for SaaS data, and a vendor in the emerging API-based CASB
(cloud access security broker) space. www.spinbackup.com

Warsaw Full Pitch

ArviLab

Ukraine

ICT

ArviLab creates products for Virtual Reality. Key Goals: Developed
proprietary technology, called Reactor.; Create a deep immersion effect by
maximizing detailed modeling.; VR Games (created using the Reactor)
www.vr.arvilab.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Billon

Poland

ICT

Billon has civilized blockchain and unleashed the full power of distributed
ledger technology to create next generation solutions that combine flows
of real money and smart data. Our technology provides world’s leading
scalability and regulatory capability to encrypt and process any real
currency, deliver instant payments at ultra-low costs and power new
business models. www.billongroup.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

DrOmnibus

Poland

Life
Sciences

DrOmnibus combines technology and science to support the therapy of
children with autism and create the first in the world software as a drug for
autism. DrOmnibus offer the unique digital platform entirely based on
Applied Behavior Analysis, automatically personalized for each child with
autism. www.dromnibus.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Edward.ai

Poland

ICT

Edward assist sales reps to fill their CRM always. Edward.ai uses
conversational interface combined with machine learning alghoritms to fill
out the information in CRM automatically and draw conclusions about
sales process. www.edward.ai

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

FunControl

Slovak
Republic

ICT

FunControl is a new generation of mobile parental control apps.
FunControl motivates our children to spend their time with smartphones
and tablets not for entertainment, but for self-development and education.
www.funcontrol.me

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Go Real
Europe

Czech
Republic

ICT

We solve each of the problems: 1. Users instantly create a smart plan
reflecting both their preferences and our local knowledge of destinations.
2. All bookings are made automatically with one single deposit payment. 3.
Travelers get all the information they need to make independent travel
easy. www.gorealeurope.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Senstone

United
States

ICT

Senstone is a new generation voice assistant. It is a portable device that
helps to automatize daily actions performed by users: summary reports,
notes, commentaries etc. (depending on occupation and situation).
www.senstone.io

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Telemedico

Poland

Life
Sciences

Telemedico enables fast and easy access to healthcare without leaving
house. It does it by providing telemedicine consultations via phone calls,
chats and videoconferences with real doctors, usually within less than
hour. We have our own specialists: internist, paediatrician, cardiologist,
endocrinologist, allergologist, diabetologist.
www.telemedi.co/en

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

Virtual
Power Plant

Poland

Clean
Tech

Virtual Power Plant LLC (VPPlant) works in the field of energy management
and development of IT systems for the optimization of energy consumed
in buildings. The company has developed its own energy management
technology (Enabler DSR) for heat, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC),
which adjusts the HVAC controls to building’s thermal characteristics,
weather conditions, occupancy and other parameters www.vpplant.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

WICASTR LLC

Armenia

ICT

WICASTR’s SMART Edge platform maximizes the benefits of edge
computing, via distributed intelligence, by hosting processing and
applications as close as possible to where data is created.
www.wicastr.com

Warsaw Elevator
Pitch

City Expert

Serbia

ICT

We are the first online real estate agency in SEE. We provide unique and
standardized media presentations to provide best user experience and to
save time for anyone who is looking a place to rent or buy.
www.cityexpert.rs

Sofia Full Pitch

CloudFaces
Software
Services

Bulgaria

ICT

CloudFaces Software Services GmbH is a technology company, based in
Vienna, Austria with development team located in Sofia, Bulgaria. We offer
unique, feature-rich mobile apps for Android and iOS to businesses of
different sizes and industry. www.cloudfaces.com

Sofia Full Pitch

DRONAMICS

Bulgaria

Clean
Tech

To revolutionize e-commerce logistics in emerging markets, we are
developing a new type of cargo airplane, "the Black Swan" – small,
unmanned and extremely fuel efficient. www.dronamics.com

Sofia Full Pitch

EnduroSat

Bulgaria

Clean
Tech

EnduroSat designs, builds and space-qualifies new type of CubeSats for a
range of missions from low Earth orbit to Solar System exploration with a
main focus on swarm satellite applications. Our satellites provide intersatellite connectivity capability. www.endurosat.com

Sofia Full Pitch

InPlayer
Limited

United
Kingdom

ICT

To date InPlayer has managed millions of dollars in transactions, making
thousands of live events profitable. 24 hours a day, around the world, we
process valued content for over 100,000 clients’ subscribers.
www.inplayer.com

Sofia Full Pitch

Klear

Bulgaria

ICT

We provide personal loans at rates lower than banks. No payday loans, no
fast expensive cash loans.
www.klearlending.com

Sofia Full Pitch

Kray
Technologies

Ukraine

Clean
Tech

We have created the highly efficient crop protection application technology
for use at the industrial scale in almost all farms. Our team develops and
manufactures innovative spraying drones that fly autonomously and
conduct an ultra-low volume spraying of crops. www.kray.technology

Sofia Full Pitch

Maj.io

Bulgaria

ICT

Maj.io is a technology company out of Sofia, Bulgaria that builds Artificial
Intelligence tools for Talent Acquisition. Our products make the hiring
experience better and more efficient for recruiters and candidates alike.
www.maj.io

Sofia Full Pitch

Make
Bulgaria Ltd

Bulgaria

Clean
Tech

MAKEiS is an insulation technology that presents a completely new
approach to production and installation of thermal insulation in roofs,
walls, cavities, floors, exterior and interior application in buildings.
www.makeis.eu

Sofia Full Pitch

Olympus Sky
Technologies

Poland

ICT

Olympus Sky is a technology start-up providing complete, end-to-end
communication security via its Zeus Security Suite. Zeus securely
authenticates each individual device, thus preventing unwanted third
party/imposter devices from being integrated into your network, and also
includes intrusion detection for actively detecting attempted breaches.
www.olympussky.com

Sofia Full Pitch

ProsFit
Technologies

Bulgaria

Life
Sciences

ProsFit is driving a paradigm shift in how prosthetic sockets are specified,
manufactured and fitted for amputees. ProsFit will play an important role
in enabling mobility and the integration in society. www.prosfit.com

Sofia Full Pitch

Resalta
d.o.o.

Slovenia

Clean
Tech

Resalta was founded in 2011 with the aim of becoming the leading
provider of energy services in SE Europe region. Within six years the
company has registered incredible growth, gained a wealth of experience
and helped countless companies and public institutions lower their energy
costs, improve their energy efficiency and reduce their carbon footprints
by implementing innovative ESCO business model. www.resalta.com

Sofia Full Pitch

Software
Group

Bulgaria

ICT

Software Group is a global technology company that is specialized in
delivery channel and integration solutions for institutions that provide
financial services. www.softwaregroup.com

Sofia Full Pitch

SolarGaps

Ukraine

Clean
Tech

Over the last 3 years SolarGaps has been on a mission to make energy free
and accessible to all. SolarGaps are smart blinds that automatically track
the sun, producing energy while keeping your building cool.
www.solargaps.com

Sofia Full Pitch

Transmetrics

Bulgaria

ICT

Transmetrics is a predictive optimization SaaS for the transport and
logistics industry. www.transmetrics.eu

Sofia Full Pitch

Apiary Book

Romania

Clean
Tech

Modern beekeeping means that you need to take actions fast based on
your historical data and current conditions. Using useful insights,
beekeepers can minimize the beehive loses, decrease costs and increase
revenue. www.apiarybook.com

Sofia Elevator
Pitch

AQOS
Technologies
Ltd.

Serbia

Clean
Tech

The main Company business occupation is construction and production of
„AQOS Bubble Electro City Car“, but another parallel business directions
are research in all aspects of auto-industry, design of innovative parts of
the car and the design (production) of limited series of high-performance
sports cars. www.aqos.co.uk

Sofia Elevator
Pitch

Barin Sports

Bulgaria

Life
Sciences

Barin is a wearable system for advanced tracking and analysis of the
performance and physical condition of professional athletes and sports
teams in real-time. www.barinsports.com

Sofia Elevator
Pitch

Biomyc

Bulgaria

ICT

We use non-food agricultural residues and microogranisms to replace
plastics with natural, compostable packaging.
www.biomyc.eu

Sofia Elevator
Pitch

Caeli
Engineering
LLC

Bulgaria

Clean
Tech

Caeli Engineering LLC owns new technology for Air purifying Filters - based Sofia on water cyclone principle. The technology is proprietary, properly working Elevator
in real operational environment. www.caeli-engineering.com
Pitch

CogZum
Bulgaria
OOD

Bulgaria

ICT

CogZum is a kitchen management system for everyone that runs on your
Sofia mobile phone and IoT devices. It combines synchronized shopping list with Elevator
automated fridge & pantry catalogue and reports on product status and
Pitch
food waste levels.www.cogzum.com

Flux Games

Estonia

ICT

Gaming Ecosystem platform
www.flux.games

Fraga X Ltd

Bulgaria

Clean
Tech

FragaX builds reliable and productive unmanned aerial systems (UAS) with
maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) from 4kg to 150kg.
www.fragax.com

MKD
consulting

Ukraine

Clean
Tech

Synthesis gas & BioChar production; Co-generation power station .
www.mkd-consulting.com

Sofia Elevator
Pitch
Sofia Elevator
Pitch
Sofia Elevator
Pitch

ReCheck BV

Netherlands/
Bulgaria

ICT

Re Energy
Engineering

Bulgaira

Clean
Tech

WICASTR LLC

Armenia

ICT

With ReCheck, you increase and protect the value of your belongings.
www.recheck.io

Sofia Elevator
Pitch
Re Energy Engineering is a company established in 2009 as a natural
Sofia continuation of our efforts for development and popularization of
Elevator
geothermal heat pump systems in Bulgaria. We offer complete engineering Pitch
solutions, which include geothermal borehole drilling, surface radiative
heating and cooling systems, and forced regenerative/recuperative
ventilation www.reenergy-bg.com
WICASTR’s SMART Edge platform maximizes the benefits of edge
computing, via distributed intelligence, by hosting processing and
applications as close as possible to where data is created.
www.wicastr.com

Sofia Elevator
Pitch

